what is now known as the Pontecorvo affair. Woven into that chapter in the physicist's life are two love stories: his Swedish wife's love for him, and his love for communism. Neither ended well.
Born in 1913 into a successful Jewish family near Pisa, Pontecorvo pursued a career in physics, first as one of Enrico Fermi's "Via Panisperna" boys, and then leaving for Paris in 1936 to escape the rise of fascism and anti-Semitism. In France, he worked in the lab of Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie, and was swept up in the communist movement. Here he met and married his wife, Marianne Nordblom. As the war made its way to France, Pontecorvo and Marianne -now with a child -left for Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he used his expertise in looking at how neutrons interact with materials to create a new method for oil prospecting. But Pontecorvo's politics drew the attention of the FBI.
The From 1933 From to 1957 this unaccredited institution in Appalachia, they and other "artistscientists" created an iconic lab for experimental research in the arts. As art historian Eva Díaz reveals in this engrossing study, their explorations in materials, form, chance and indeterminacy were never less than electrifying. Her sympathetic portrait of Fuller as a utopian saving the world through geodesic geometry is particularly assured.
was already going to the US-Canadian border to rendezvous with a Soviet agent, and did not want his face recognized. Possibly; or perhaps he looked away by accident. A bigger problem with this spy narrative is that it lacks a denouement -the dramatic unmasking of a double agent. Close implies that he has finally got the goods in an archival document: a letter from the British Embassy in Washington DC to the director-general of the UK intelligence agency MI5, dated 13 July 1950. It was this, Close writes, that would "lead me to solve the mystery of Bruno Pontecorvo's sudden disappearance". The letter is proof that FBI reports were finally making their way to Europe. Close argues that British double agent Kim Philby, who had access to it, tipped off Moscow; the Soviets then warned Pontecorvo that he was about to be exposed as a spy and arranged for his retreat.
Close's conclusion is in stark contrast to that of historian Simone Turchetti's The Pontecorvo Affair (University of Chicago Press, 2012). That book concluded that the Italian physicist was simply a committed communist, whose flight was triggered by a US patent lawsuit that he feared would lead to political persecution. Close's version is more plausible, but both lack definitive proof.
Close is at his best when describing Pontecorvo's work in neutrinos and neutron detection, demonstrating how groundbreaking it was, in spite of later attempts by Western governments to downplay his importance. But Close also occasionally takes liberties for the sake of drama. He describes an interrogation room painted in grey and "mustard", but his citation notes that he bases this scene on his knowledge of Soviet offices, not source materials. Almost nothing is known of Pontecorvo's dealings with the Soviet government. It is one thing to evoke colour, quite another to paint with the entire palette.
Half-Life reveals the real victim as Marianne, whose already shaky mental health deteriorated precipitously in the Soviet Union. Cut off from family and friends, she spiralled into depression and repeatedly entered psychiatric institutions, while Pontecorvo took on a mistress. Pontecorvo's love affair with communism did not end any better. He conceded in 1992, after the fall of the Soviet Union, that his dreams of a communist utopia were an illusion. "I was, " he told a reporter, "a cretin. 
